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As you prepare for retirement, you may find yourself seeking a 

balance of growth and protection. An Index Frontier® annuity 

offers indexed strategies that let you take advantage of positive 

market performance while providing a level of protection 

against market downturns. When index performance is positive 

during a term, strategies earn a return, up to a cap. When index 

performance is negative during a term, strategies may lose 

value, limited by either a buffer or a floor. 

Cap: Any gain during a term for any strategy is subject to an upper limit called the cap or maximum gain. Before 
the end of a term, it is also limited by a vesting factor. The vesting factor varies depending on the day of the 
term. It is 25% for the first half of a term, 50% for the second half of a term, and 100% at the end of a term.
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10% Buffer Indexed Strategy

0% 
Index 
Loss

-10% 
Index 
Loss

Your money is 
protected

You are responsible 
for any remaining 

index losses

Buffer: The buffer protects against the first 10% of losses at the end of each term of a buffer strategy. The buffer varies depending on the day 
of the term. The buffer at the end of a term is 10%. Before the end of the term, the buffer is calculated daily as a prorated share of the annual 
10% buffer. 

 h Protects against the first 10% of 

index losses

 h May be a fit if you’re seeking 

protection against minor market 

downturns, which are more 

common during bull market cycles
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-10% Floor Indexed Strategy

 h Protects against index losses in 

excess of -10%

 h May be a fit if you’re seeking 

protection against major market 

downturns, which are more 

common during bear market 

cycles

0% 
Index 
Loss

-10% 
Index 
Loss

You are  
responsible for 
the first 10% of 

index losses

Your money is 
protected

Floor: Any loss during a term for a growth strategy is subject to a lower limit called the floor or maximum loss.
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Strategies In Action: Bull Market

Because the 10% buffer 

strategy protects against the 

first 10% of index losses, a 

-5% index change would 

not result in a strategy value 

decrease.

0% 

-5% index change

Protection

Let’s take a look at how each strategy would have performed in the event of a -5% index 

change at the end of a term during a bull market. 

10% Buffer Strategy
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Because the -10% floor 

strategy only protects against 

index losses in excess of 

-10%, a -5% index change 

would result in a -5% strategy 

value decrease.

0% 
Client is

protected

-5% index change

-5% strategy 
value decrease

-10% Floor Strategy
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Strategies In Action: Bear Market

Because the 10% buffer 

strategy protects against the 

first 10% of index losses, a 

-25% index change would 

result in a -15% strategy 

value decrease. 

! The 10% buffer strategy typically 
offers higher earning potential in 
exchange for taking on greater 
risk.

0% 

-10%

-25% index change

Protection

-15% strategy 
value decrease

Let’s take a look at how each strategy would have performed in the event of a -25% 

index change at the end of a term during a bear market.

10% Buffer Strategy
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Because the -10% floor 

strategy protects against index 

losses in excess of -10%, a 

-25% index change would  

only result in a -10% strategy 

value decrease.

! The -10% floor strategy typically 
offers moderate earning potential 
in exchange for a set level of 
protection.

-10% Floor Strategy

0% 

-10%

-25% index change

-10% strategy 
value decrease

Protection
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With an Index Frontier annuity from Great 

American Life®, you can choose how you 

protect your money in different market cycles. 

Talk to your financial professional about how an 

Index Frontier annuity can fit into your financial 

portfolio, or visit GAIG.com/RILArates to view 

the product prospectus.
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Annuities are intended to be long-term products and may not be suitable for all investors. Withdrawals from an annuity contract may have 
tax consequences.

Great American’s registered index-linked annuities can only be sold through a Broker/Dealer that is contracted with Great American Life 
Insurance Company. Any sales solicitation must be accompanied or preceded by a prospectus. To obtain a copy of the prospectus, please 
visit GAIG.com/RILArates. In the Index Frontier contract and prospectus, a cap is referred to as a maximum gain, and a floor is referred to 
as a maximum loss. The Index Frontier product prospectus contains more information about caps, floors, buffers and other features of this 
annuity. Please read it carefully before you invest.

Principal Underwriter/Distributor: Great American Advisors, Inc. member FINRA and an affiliate of Great American Life Insurance Company. 
Products issued by Great American Life Insurance Company®, member of Great American Insurance Group (Cincinnati, Ohio) under contract 
forms P1822217NW, P1822217ID, P1822317NW and P1822317ID. Form numbers, product features and availability may vary by state.

All guarantees subject to the claims-paying ability of Great American Life®

Not FDIC or NCUSIF Insured No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee May Lose Value Not Insured by any Federal Government Agency Not a Deposit
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